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Abstract— In order to provide services more reliably, intelligent service robots need to consider various factors, such as their surrounding environments, user's changing requirements, and constrained resources. Most of the intelligent service robots are controlled based on a task-based control system, which generates a task plan that consists of a sequence of actions, and executes the actions by invoking the corresponding functions. However, this task-based control system did not seriously consider resource factors even though intelligent service robots have limited resources (limited computational power, memory space, and network bandwidth). If we consider these factors during the task generation time, the complexity of the plan may become unmanageable. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a mechanism for robots to efficiently use their resources on-demand. We define reusable software-architectures corresponding to each action of a task plan, and provide a way of using the limited resources by minimizing redundant software components. We conducted an experiment of this mechanism for an infotainment robot. The experiment shows the effectiveness of our mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

An intelligent service robot needs to support robustness of continually providing services for users at run-time. To accomplish this, many researchers have developed techniques for robots to deal with changing tasks in the real world [1, 2]. They developed robot control systems to generate a plan for a task. The control system generates a plan for robots to move from an initial state to a goal state. The plan consists of actions that the robot needs to perform to accomplish the task. Such plan is normally represented in a DAG-based structure.

Task-based robots generally use three-layer software architecture as depicted in Fig. 1. The Decision Layer generates a task plan and supervises the execution of the plan. The Execution Layer is in charge of an execution of the actual functions and controls for the plan. The Function Layer provides basic functions such as perception and navigation functions [3].

However, this traditional architecture has three limitations as follows:

• In this three-layer architecture, as we add more conditional factors to consider, the complexity of the plan generation becomes unmanageable. If the number of factors increases, the depth of the plan graph grows exponentially. This would tremendously increase the planning efforts [4].

• This architecture does not suggest any way to efficiently use the limited resources of the robots by maintaining only the essential functions that are required to perform a task.

• The decision layer decides statically which functions to use rather than it chooses the functions dynamically based on environmental condition.

To deal with these problems, the SHAGE framework has been developed. The SHAGE framework enables robots to analyze generated task plans and select appropriate software architectures for the actions in a plan. The framework also provides a mechanism to reduce resource consumption by identifying and removing redundant functionalities in the selected architectures. By using this mechanism, we could successfully reduce the complexity of the plan generation, and overcome the limited resources of robots.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly explain the SHAGE framework. In Section 3, we elaborate on the task-based architecture generation mechanism. Section 4 presents the experiment that we conducted. Section 5 discusses about related works that handle resource variability issues. We draw a conclusion and present future works in Section 6.

II. THE SHAGE FRAMEWORK

SHAGE is a framework to support self-managed software for intelligent service robots, stands for Self-Healing, Adaptive, and Growing software [5]. Our previous research aimed to adapt robot software to various situations by using run-time software architecture and a component reconfiguration mechanism. However, our purpose in this paper is to provide software system that helps intelligent service robots provide services without a hitch.

![Fig. 1 Three-layer software architecture for robots](image-url)
The SHAGE framework is located between the decision layer (deliberative layer) and the execution layer (sequencing layer). The framework plays a role of a configuration manager as depicted in Fig. 2. The configuration manager has two roles: component management and configuration management. Component management is to manage components at run-time by loading and unloading components for a plan. Configuration management is to generate and reconfigure software architecture instances. In realizing this framework, the positioner is added to our framework. The positioner is responsible for assigning selected components to SBCs (Single Board Computers). This paper focuses on selecting and merging sub-architectures for a task plan.

III. TASK-BASED ARCHITECTURE GENERATION

In order to efficiently use limited resources of robots, it is important to minimize redundant software components that provide similar functionality. Therefore, we propose a task-based approach to reduce the resource consumption by identifying redundant components in robot software architectures. We define a reusable sub-architecture corresponding to each action of a plan.

The architecture generation phase consists of three steps: sub-architecture search, architecture consolidation, and concrete architecture generation as depicted in Fig. 3. In the sub-architecture search phase, the given task plan is analyzed and sub-architectures are selected. In the architecture consolidation phase, the selected sub-architectures are merged into a single architecture by collapsing similar functionalities. Finally, component instances are selected in the concrete architecture generation phase.

The sub-architecture search and architecture consolidation phases deal with abstract architectures. Search and inference in these steps are based on an ontology-based representation. In this section, we explain the ontology that we constructed for these phases, and the detail steps of the phases.

A. Ontology description model

There are three main ontologies that we use in the architecture generation phases: the ‘Action’, ‘Sub-architecture’, and ‘Components’ ontologies as shown in Fig. 4. The Action ontology describes services which robots can provide. Navigation, object recognition, and speech recognition are example services in this ontology.

The Sub-architecture ontology has information about the sub-architectures that provide functionality to support an action. Each class of the Sub-architecture ontology includes a description about which actions are supported by the sub-architecture. This enables robots to infer appropriate sub-architectures for an action in a plan. In addition, this ontology keeps detail architecture descriptions in a property. This architecture description specifies components and connectors that are needed for the architecture, and relations among them. The components specified in the architecture description are associated with the classes in the Component ontology (see Section 3.2 for details).

The ‘Component’ ontology is constructed based on the functionality of components. This ontology is used to select component instances that are required to concretize a consolidated architecture. This ontology also allows robots to identify alternative components that provide similar functions. In addition, the Component ontology includes descriptions of resources constraints such as computational power, memory space, and network bandwidth of components. By using this information, we can choose a set of component for an architecture such that the components optimize the resource consumption.

B. Sub-architecture search

A task plan consists of a sequence of actions and conditional statements. To make robots operate according to the generated plan, actions in the task plan need to be identified and their corresponding sub-architectures need to be selected. A task plan from the decision layer specifies necessary actions to perform. Sub-architectures for a specific action can be selected by using the Sub-architecture ontology. There can be multiple sub-architectures that support an action. Among the candidate sub-architectures, the robot selects a specific one that satisfies quality requirements of a user and minimizes the resource consumption.
A sub-architecture is an abstract architecture corresponding to an action. It specifies a set of abstract components and their connections. That is, a sub-architecture specifies functionality of components and relations among the constituent components. At the architecture consolidation phase explained in Section III. D, specific component instances are selected for the abstract components in a sub-architecture. In this way, multiple implementations of a sub-architecture can be produced by selecting different sets of component instances.

Usually, some actions are used in multiple task plans. Therefore, by defining a sub-architecture for an action, we can maximize the reusability of the sub-architecture, and the components that constitute the sub-architecture.

C. Consolidated architecture generation

The selected sub-architectures in the previous phase need to be merged while reducing redundant components that provide similar functionalities. The hierarchy of the Component ontology is used to identify similarity between component functionalities. Component functionalities in a higher level in the Component ontology subsume their lower-level functionalities. In other words, higher-level functionalities are more general than the lower-level functionalities in the ontology hierarchy. Similar components in different sub-architectures can be identified by using the following relations:

- **Equivalence relation**: components in different sub-architectures correspond to the same class in the Component ontology. In other words, components provide the same functionality.

- **Subsumption relation**: one component in a sub-architecture provides more specific functionality than a component in another sub-architecture. In other words, they appear in the same parent-child path in the Component ontology hierarchy.

For example, when two sub-architectures are selected as shown in Fig. 5, the component 'c12' of the sub-architecture 1 and the component 'c23' of the sub-architecture 2 can be merged because 'c12' is equivalent to 'c23', and 'c11' of the sub-architecture 1 and 'c22' of the sub-architecture 2 can be merged because 'c11' subsumes 'c22'.

D. Concrete architecture generation

Since a consolidated architecture is an abstract architecture, component instances need to be selected and associated to the architecture to be executed. Components are selected based on expected resource consumption. The expected resource consumption of a component is described in the 'resource' property of the Component ontology. Expected resource consumption of a component is evaluated by using off-line simulation. The 'positioner' of the SHAGE framework monitors a resource status of SBCs and decides components to use among the selected candidate components. The 'positioner' also deploys the selected components to SBCs with considering the resource status of the SBCs and the total resource consumption of the selected components. We will not explain the detail of this component-deployment issue in this paper.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we explain how sub-architectures are represented formally, and describe the implementation details of the architecture broker and the component broker.

Sub-architectures are described in Acme, which is a simple, generic architecture description language that can be used to specify structure and properties of software architecture [6]. We use Acme because it provides powerful way of specifying various properties of architectural elements.

Fig. 6 is an example of sub-architecture description for a navigation function. The navigation sub-architecture consists of 'Coordinator', 'Localizer', 'PathPlanner', 'MapBuilder', and 'MotionControl'. The functionalities of those components are specified in the property construct. This property specifies the URI of a component-ontology class for its corresponding functionality.

Fig. 7 shows the architecture of the architecture and the component broker. When a task plan is given from the decision layer, the message handler finds necessary actions and then sends them to the architecture brokering engine. The architecture brokering engine then accesses ontologies stored in the repository to search and consolidate sub-architectures. The brokering engines are implemented in Java, and use the Jena library which provides APIs to access and manage ontology-based models [7].

Finally, the component brokering engine searches candidate components for a selected sub-architecture. Information about the selected sub-architecture and required components is packaged by the service information generator and sent to the configuration manager in the SHAGE framework. The visualization unit graphically presents brokering stages and architecture consolidation process. Fig. 9 shows the screen shot of the visualization unit.

The ontologies are created by using the Protégé ontology editor [8]. The ontologies are described in RDF (Resource Description Framework) as depicted in Fig. 8. RDF is a framework for representing semantic information on the Semantic Web. RDF descriptions of sub-architectures and components are stored in a repository system [9].

V. RELATED WORKS

Ubiquitous computing environment includes similar factors to consider as we do for intelligent service robots. The Aura project developed a self-adaptive computing infrastructure that automates the configuration and reconfiguration of heterogeneous computing environments [10]. Aura provides users with services that match required service qualities by doing optimal resource allocation.

Jie, et al. at the Microsoft research institute proposed an approach to share intermediate sensing and computing results among tasks [11]. In this research, they experimented with network devices called Microserver that accept users’ tasks. Microserver is constrained by CPU speed, memory size, and communication bandwidth. In this research, they identified overlapping operations from multiple tasks and shared intermediate results among tasks.

The above two researches are similar to our research in terms of a task-based approach to handle resource variability. However, while they regard applications as a reconfigurable unit, we consider components and sub-architectures as reconfiguration units.
In addition to resource constraints, Volpe, et al. at California Institute of Technology proposed a two-layer architecture for robotics to make existing components for robots be reused [12]. In this research, they decreased the complexity of component development for robots by using object-oriented design in a function layer and by making abstracted components provide extensibility of systems. This research aims to enable application developers to efficiently develop new components by using the existing ones. When components for robots are developed under this environment, it enables robot to select and acquire various existing components.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we described a task-based approach to generate optimal software-architecture for intelligent service robots. To make intelligent service robots reliably provide their services with the limited resources, we have developed an architecture broker and a component broker. Our approach includes an architecture generation mechanism that selects appropriate sub-architectures and components for the actions specified in a task plan. We defined reusable sub-architectures corresponding to each action of a task plan, and proposed a way to select sub-architectures and components to produce concrete architectures. Intelligent service robots, even though their resources are limited, need to provide various services for the users. Separating resource factors from the task plan generation reduces the complexity of task plan generation dramatically.

However, in addition to the topological optimization that we presented in this paper, we are currently working on developing a temporal optimization method. It will provide the capability of preloading necessary components that are needed in a temporal window of a plan. Also, it will help robots decide when components are no longer needed and need to be unloaded. This temporal optimization will be possible by analyzing the temporal relation between actions of a task plan.
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